LeeWay Odyssey
Highly configurable to fit the needs of almost any
commercial or research application.
Leeway Odyssey is a 38-metre all aluminum geotechnical, geophysical and oceanographic research
vessel with a beam of 7.6 metres. It is outfitted for year-round coastal service with around the clock
operations.
The vessel is fully Transport Canada certified as Near Coastal 1, operating from the Arctic to Southern
North America. Odyssey has a safety management system and preventative maintenance program in
place which means it can operate up to 200 nm offshore with modern navigation and electronics.

Four unique aft deck configurations

Open Deck The full open back deck can support many types of work in science and

research development, bottom and core sampling, water sampling, ocean bottom
mapping, resource protection recovery, fishing gear removal, buoy maintenance and
inspections, ROV-Remote Vehicle Operations, training and education.

A-Frame The removeable A-frame is 3,400 kg WLL, 4.3 m high, 3.4 m wide, with
a 2.1 m extension over the transom. This includes a mounted hydraulic winch with a
2,700 kg line pull and 45 m amsteel blue.
Boat Launch: LeeWay Venture, a 9-metre lightweight patrol vessel can be carried
to site on Odyssey’s aft deck, and launched for supporting marine operations. Other
small craft can be launched with the system.

Center Line Winch: Odyssey has a removeable steel plate that allows for

mounting of equipment. This includes a center line winch for launching and recovering
equipment from the stern.

General Specifications
Registry: Halifax, Nova Scotia
Built: Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia
IMO Number: 7635995
Length: 37.2 metres
Beam: 8.2 metres
GRT: 346 tonnes
Top Speed: 13 knots
Cruising Speed: 8-10 knots
Survey Speed: 6-10 knots
Fuel Capacity: 53,000 litres
Constuction: Aluminum
Propulsion: Twin props
Crew: 7

Inquiries
Jamie Sangster, P.Eng, MSc, CD
CEO
(902) 209-3119
contact@leewaymarine.ca

POB w/o Crew: 13
Accomodations: Cabins w/heads,
galley, mess, dry/wet labs

Safety & Certifications

Transport Canada - Near Coastal 1 - 200nm
Safety Management System
Preventative Maintenance System

Working Deck

92 m2 working deck
3,400 kg WLL A-frame
ISO 10’ and 20’ container locks
Telescoping crane - 1300 kg WLL and 950kg
on the side

Firefighting Plan
Two 20-man life rafts
Zodiac RIBCO450 with 25hp motor

Side davit - 450 kg WLL
Two pot haulers
Two manual davits
Side USBL and multi-beam pole mounts
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